Abstract-When the distribution of lifetimes is 2-parameter exponential, Balasooriya [6] provided a failure-censored reliability sampling-plan to save test time. This paper extends the Balasooriya sampling plan to the Weibull distribution and provides a limited failure-censored reliability sampling plan (LFCR) to do life testing when test facilities are scarce. The -expected test time of the LFCR is computed, and the optimal stopping rule of LFCR corresponding to the shortest test time is established. The -confidence intervals for the parameters are generated. Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9529(01)06808-7.
I. INTRODUCTION
L IFETIME data, with censoring, create special problems in the data analysis. Generally speaking, censoring results in exact lifetimes being known for only a portion of the products; the remainder of the lifetimes are known only to exceed the censoring time. There are several types of censoring. In life testing, experiments involving type II censoring (failure-censored) are often used: units are placed on test, but instead of continuing until all units have failed, the test is stopped at the time of failure . Such a test can save time, because it could take a long time for all units to fail [1] , [2] .
Sometimes the life of a product is quite long. Thus, a type II censoring life-test plan for such a product can be too long. Johnson [4] proposed a sampling plan in which the experimenter can decide to group the test units into several sets (each set is an assembly of test units), and then run all the test units simultaneously until the first failure in each group. Such plans are usually feasible when test facilities are scarce but test material is relatively cheap. Balasooriya [6] examined the failure-censored sampling plan for the 2-parameter exponential distribution based on testing random samples, each of size , one after the other. That procedure is based on exact results, and only the first failure time of each sample is needed. The Balasooriya sampling plan is compared with traditional sampling plans using a sample of size . This paper extends the results of [6] to the WD; then gives a new, more efficient procedure than [6] when test sets can be run simultaneously. In some test situations, the test facilities are scarce. We must get failures from test sets, each of size . An LFCR is proposed to solve this problem. Section II extends the limited failure-censored life test to WD. It proves that the LFCR is the best one for saving time when . If , the formula of ETT is very complicated. When , the LFCR still works. Monte Carlo simulation is used to evaluate these cases in Section IV. When , the stopping rule of LFCR depends on both the failure numbers in each test line and . We can not get the unique optimal solution and it is not discussed in this paper.
Section III shows how to get 3 feasible point estimations and CI estimation procedures when an LFCR is performed. 
II. LIMITED FAILURE-CENSORED RELIABILITY SAMPLING PLAN

A. The Failure-Censored Sampling Plan
Let be the lifetime of a product, it is WD with pdf:
(1) Then , , is a random sample of size with pdf: (2) Hence, the distribution of is Weibull with scale parameter ,
. If the lifetime of a product is quite long, and test facilities are scarce, but testing materials are relatively cheap, then one can test experimental units by testing sets, each containing experimental units, one after the other. Let the test stop when the first failure in each test set is achieved (the total number of failures is ). Let the distribution of lifetime of specimens be (1) . Then the ETT is:
When the test facilities are available to run test sets simultaneously, according to the test procedure in [6] 
The ETT based on (6) is shorter than the ETT based on the Balasooriya design when the test facilities are available.
B. Limited Failure-Censored Reliability Sampling Plan
When the test facilities are scarce and we need to take failures from test sets, it is inappropriate to use the Balasooriya sampling plan. Since only the first failure is observed in each test set, the total number of failures is less than . Thus, the test can not be stopped. More failures must be accumulated in some test sets; this sampling plan is LFCR. In LFCR, consider 2 situations: 1) is an integer, 2)
is not an integer. Use theorem 1 and corollary 1 to discuss the 2 situations, respectively. When , the WD is exponential. Then
Use (7) to get (8) Proof: See the Appendix, Section 2.
C. Discussion
If , then the formula of ETT is very complicated. Use Monte Carlo simulation to solve the equation. According to our simulation results, the optimal stopping rule of LFCR such that the minimal ETT is achieved depends on both and the failure numbers in test sets. Theorem 1 and corollary 1 are valid when . When , the "optimal stopping rule of LFCR such that the minimal ETT is achieved" does not have a unique solution. The solution depends on and the failure numbers in test sets. Therefore, Section IV presents only the result of Monte Carlo simulations when .
III. PARAMETER AND -CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ESTIMATION IN LFCR
In an LFCR, without loss of generality, let the first test sets have failures and the last test sets have failures. When , use the estimators of in each test set as follows:
Since each test set with test specimens is tested -independently, then is the BLUE of , [7] . Under LFCR, a total of specimens are tested. Hence, the pooled estimators are used to estimate .
(10) By the Gauss-Markov theorem, is the BLUE of for the total specimens tested. The has a distribution with degrees of freedom, , and has a distribution with , degrees of freedom. Therefore, has a distribution with degrees of freedom. The CI for is: (11) satisfies Pr . When the distribution of lifetimes is (1) 
